Managed detection and response services
...key to winning today’s security battles
Managed detection and response services will help to bridge security gaps, providing access to advanced technology and skilled resources as and when needed to ensure that organisations can achieve their objectives.
Executive summary

Cybersecurity is reliant on a combination of people, processes and technology. Processes are essential for good governance, ensuring that business objectives can be met, risk is adequately managed, and that legal and regulatory requirements are fulfilled. Technology provides the means to ensure that those objectives can be met, and helps the organisation to protect itself from the harm caused by security threats and incidents. People are essential for the smooth operation of that technology.

But, as the threats that we face become ever more sophisticated and complex, the technology deployed to counter those threats has evolved rapidly to the point where it is similarly sophisticated and complex. Many organisations are struggling to make the best use of such technology, hampered by a lack of experienced staff to deploy the technology to its full potential. For many, managed detection and response services will help to bridge that gap, providing access to advanced technology and skilled resources as and when needed to ensure that organisations can achieve their objectives.

This document is intended for security and risk management leaders, and executive decision makers who are looking for the best way to improve their security posture and defeat determined adversaries. It describes how services can help to achieve security goals. A complementary document MDR market guide... reducing the costs and risks of cybersecurity investments is available that describes the types of offerings available, features to look for and what best suits your organisation, referring to some of the leading players in this emerging market.

Many organisations are struggling to make the best use of such technology, hampered by a lack of experienced staff to deploy the technology to its full potential.
Over the past couple of years it has become apparent that organisations are looking for a much higher level of hands-on guidance to augment the capabilities of the security tools that they invest in.
Why should you care?

The World Economic Forum polls private sector organisations worldwide annually to gauge what executives believe to be the greatest risks that they face. In the 2019 report, cyber attacks were cited as the second biggest risk that they face, coming behind only fiscal crises. In the 2018 poll, cyber attacks were seen as just the fifth biggest risk facing business, showing how big and fast growing the problem is becoming.

Digging deeper into the results, cyber attacks are seen in 2019 as the most pressing risk for CEOs in Europe and North America, including six of the ten largest economies in the world. These represent regions that are highly dependent on the use of technology to run their economies and businesses and have also been subject to multiple and notable cybersecurity incidents over the past year, including ransomware that was used to attack prominent industrial and manufacturing companies, as well as breaches of digitised public services. With growing digitisation, cyber attacks are becoming more lucrative for attackers who use an increasing array of sophisticated tools, and more dangerous for victims. The World Economic Forum cautions that detecting, defending against and deterring new cybercrimes is as important as managing known threats.

A matter for the board

Such are the magnitude of cyber risks that no business can afford to rest on its laurels. Every organisation faces risk, including financial, reputational, operational, environmental, regulatory and legal risks. Now more than ever, security risks need to be added to that list. It needs to be given the same weighting as all other risks and therefore the same level of operational oversight. Cybersecurity risk is not just an IT issue. It needs to be firmly on the agenda of board executives so that it is given the attention that it deserves, security programmes are adequately funded and a culture of security can be driven throughout the organisation. By adequately managing cybersecurity risks, the magnitude of damage can be reduced.

In order to do this, executives with cybersecurity management skills must be hired and given the prominence in the organisation that is needed. This is essential for guiding organisations in the switch in thinking that is required. Such executives will understand that security is more than a compliance tool. Cybersecurity tools can literally save a business — but only if they are operated and managed effectively. The landscape is shifting and savvy business leaders are needed who can help the organisation to move with the times and respond to threats in a quick and efficient manner. They must recognise the change from just investing in tools to procuring expert services that can keep their businesses safe.

The expanding attack surface and increasing complexity

As businesses are increasingly being driven by technology, control over that technology is being lost. As little as ten years ago, most technology was deployed within the walls – and control – of organisations. The walls of the organisation were once a hardened perimeter where access could be tightly controlled, but that is no longer the case. Organisational networks are increasingly hybrid in nature, bridging in-house technology with the use of public and private cloud services, mobile endpoints and increasingly interconnected tools, such as those that make up industrial networks. This greatly increases the available attack surface for adversaries.

The adoption of new technologies is essential to maintain competitiveness and for digital transformation initiatives that aim to take advantage of the power of digital technologies. But it is not just organisations that are looking to take advantage of the latest advanced technologies. Attackers are increasingly using artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms to make their attacks more successful, along with increased use of bots to automate their tasks. Organisations need to make use of such technologies themselves and provide greater resilience.

“...cyber attacks are seen in 2019 as the most pressing risk for CEOs in Europe and North America, including six of the ten largest economies in the world.”
The fear of being hit by a cyber attack or actually experiencing one can galvanise an organisation into action, providing the awareness that is needed for increasing investment in cybersecurity tools. But it also leads to a scramble to invest in point products to solve particular pain points. As many security practitioners will attest, this leaves them struggling to manage too many tools that are often not integrated, preventing them from having visibility over their security posture.

Given the nature and volume of the threats that they face and the need to adopt new technologies to drive digital transformation, many of the tools that organisations must purchase to bolster security are extremely complex in nature, often needing more knowledge and expertise to handle than the standard tools that were traditionally available and that are no longer sufficient. According to Trend Micro, the security tools that are available today must be able to contextualise and analyse indicators of compromise to dig deeper into what really happened and how. Such technologies must be learnt, deployed, integrated and optimised to be effective, yet 47% of organisations surveyed by FireMon report that they are unable to learn or utilise complex new technologies to their full potential. Technology can only add real value if it can be used effectively.

Many such tools are also expensive to procure, draining already tight budgets. Fairly recently, endpoint detection and response (EDR) technologies have come onto the market to help organisations better detect and respond to threats impacting endpoints, which are a favourite target for attackers. Yet, research by Sophos has found that organisations have struggled to use such tools, with 54% saying that they are unable to get the full benefit from their investments, a figure that cuts across organisations of all sizes.

Skills shortages a drain on investments

Organisations report that they are finding it a challenge to hire and retain experienced security personnel who understand the new technologies that they wish to implement in order to elevate their cyber defences. Estimates of the global shortfall in skilled security personnel vary, but ISG has recently estimated that the number of unfilled security practitioner positions is as high as four million. According to research by the 451 Group, 78% of organisations are facing a skills and expertise gap in security. This is impacting organisations of all sizes, even among the largest enterprises. At the midmarket level, many firms have just a director of security and perhaps one or two security analysts, leaving them with no capacity to deal with alerts, even though this sector tends to see highly targeted attacks.

The ways that organisations are trying to resolve this situation are shown in Figure 1, which indicates that many are looking to outsource security functions. However, 58% are still relying on hiring new staff, which is unlikely to lead to a positive change in their circumstances.

Given this situation, is outsourcing security functions a good idea? Will the service provider not be facing the same staffing problems?
The ability to detect threats hidden deep in networks depends on detailed analysis of log and event data from a wide variety of sources—endpoint, network, cloud and systems attached to the network.

Many organisations have become dependent on security incident and event management (SIEM) systems, but found that they had many limitations in terms of data that it could ingest and therefore analyse, including insider threats and those using remote endpoints as an attack vector.

Advanced analytics and machine learning techniques enable a deeper level of insight to be gained from event data, greatly enhancing the capabilities of such tools. This has led to the development of complementary technologies, including endpoint detection and response (EDR), security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR), user and entity behavioural analytics (UEBA) and network flow analysis. But this also adds greatly to the complexity that organisations must manage.

This complexity, along with the demands placed on short-staffed security operations teams, has meant that not all organisations were able to realise the value of their investments in security tools.

MDR services not only relieve the burdens on organisations, but ensure that they are better able to face up to the threats that they face in an efficient and effective manner. They will help organisations to close security gaps and prevent them from becoming the next salacious headline.

According to Trend Micro, skilled incident responders find it more exciting to work for a services firm such as an MDR provider that does hundreds of investigations per year. This is echoed by Cynet, which states that it has no difficulty recruiting staff, but that its customers—especially in financial services, manufacturing, energy and retail sectors—experience great difficulty doing so. F-Secure provides its staff with ample opportunities to spend time on research, leading to a better career path and skills development for them.

Organisations report that they are finding it a challenge to hire and retain experienced security personnel who understand the new technologies that they wish to implement in order to elevate their cyber defences.
MDR services are designed to go above and beyond the services offered by traditional MSSPs.

The use of managed service providers has been growing rapidly since they came to prominence in the 1990s and continues to grow. It is a form of outsourcing that enables organisations to improve their operations through access to external skills and resources in order to cut expenses. Among the key factors for considering the use of managed service provider are cost, quality of service and avoidance of risk.

Managed security service providers (MSSPs) are used by organisations of all sizes, providing a systematic approach to managing their security needs. They provide services such as round-the-clock monitoring and management in areas that include remote firewall configuration and administration, log management and analytics.

However, the use of MSSPs has its limitations as many of the services offered are generic in nature, being generally limited to the monitoring of security infrastructure. Although many offer a stable of technologies that they can manage on behalf of customers, they are rarely focused on the specific needs of the customer and its particular environment. As such, they are generally unable to offer services such as extensive, tailored forensics, threat research and analytics, being rather focused on detecting known threats such as vulnerability exploits and high volume attacks. They are able to alert customers to anomalies that are detected, but are not able to help customers with prioritising and investigating alerts for anomalies that are uncovered. According to MDR provider Expel, MSSPs offer just another alert feed for organisations that already receive more alerts than they know what to do with.

Enter MDR services

MDR services are designed to go above and beyond the services offered by traditional MSSPs. MSSPs are primarily focused on preventive controls; MDR services are designed to offer proactive detection to enable threats to be more quickly identified and remediation advice and recommendations, providing a much higher level of guidance for organisations for their security needs. Whilst they do provide the 24x7 continuous monitoring of IT assets that MSSPs have traditionally offered, they provide a more specialised level of service that includes alert prioritisation, incident investigation and offensive threat hunting across feeds from endpoint, network, server and cloud data, including the detection of lateral movement across the ecosystem that indicates that a threat has gained a foothold.

A key factor differentiating MDR providers from traditional MSSPs is the use of the word “services”. MDR providers provide organisations with access to advanced technology, whether that be their own, that provided by a partner or controls that an organisation has already invested in, combined with access to a range of expert security professionals that can offer services tailored to an organisation’s specific security needs in the areas of detection and response through direct interaction with the organisation. This is essential for organisations that face difficulties hiring and retaining experienced security practitioners. Through direct interaction with the organisation, an MDR provider’s staff can provide services that are tailored directly to the organisation’s needs, often with a dedicated person assigned to that particular organisation. With this, they provide a high touch, people first approach.
Through direct interaction with the organisation, an MDR provider’s staff can provide services that are tailored directly to the organisation’s needs, often with a dedicated person assigned to that particular organisation.

What constitutes MDR services?
MDR refers to a threat monitoring, detection, incident analysis and response service. It acts as an extension of an organisation’s security operations team, whether as a virtual SOC or auxiliary expertise. MDR services can help an organisation to get the best out of existing technology investments, or help with the deployment and use of best of breed technologies.

MDR services collect telemetry from an organisation’s environment, including its network, endpoints, cloud services and user activity, and correlates and analyses it in conjunction with threat intelligence services. Working not only in a reactive mode, threat hunting services can use offensive security techniques to proactively uncover hidden and unknown threats.

Experts from the service provider can then help the organisation to define and execute the best response to threats, events and incidents uncovered. Automation and orchestration capabilities are required for the most efficient and effective response. Other aspects that are routinely part of MDR services include machine learning, user behaviour and big data analytics.
Benefits of MDR services

MDR services provide access to a team of experts at a price that organisations can afford and enable them not only to better detect and analyse threats, but to stop them in their tracks before extensive damage can be done. They will provide much greater peace of mind for organisations that are struggling to keep their houses in order, offering a cost-effective adjunct to in-house capabilities to help improve the security posture of any organisation.
Summary

Today’s sophisticated and complex security threats require a swift, coordinated response by their victims. For many years, organisations have relied on an arsenal of technology in order to outgun their adversaries. As those tools multiply and deploy ever more advanced techniques in an effort to stay ahead, many organisations are finding themselves playing a game of catch-up with the limited resources that they have at their disposal to handle them. MDR services provide an attractive alternative, giving access to expertise as and when needed to stack the odds in their favour in terms of detecting and responding to threats. Whatever the size or needs of an organisation are, MDR services could provide the lifeline that they need to stay afloat.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Further information about this subject is available from https://www.bloorresearch.com/2020/03/what-is-mdr-and-why-is-it-needed/
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